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GSU Students Elect SS s 
BY LLOYD DE GRANE 
The May 9th and lOth SSAC 
election produced the biggest voter 
turnout since GSU's inception. 235 
students voted from the four 
colleges. The distribution of votes 
went as foUows:CEAS-39 votes; 
CBPs-52 votes; CHLD-67 votes; 
ccs-77 votes. 
Newly Elected Student Reps 
The student voters elected 8 new 
representatives C2 from each 
college>. not one prev.ious member 
was re-elected. The election also 
filled a slot for Student 
Representative on the Board of 
Higher Education Student Ad-
visory Committee. Two students 
were elected as tudent 
Representatives to the Board of 
Governors Council of Students. 
The newly elected officers are: 
CBPS-Gene Bllotto, Estella 
Marie Reese; Ccs-Corliss Muse, 
Walt calgaro; CEAs-John Heinz, 
Morrison Ninalowo; CHLD-
Maxwell Bennett, Linda Miller. 
Board of Higher Education 
Represen ta live: Fernando 
Chagoya; Student Representatives 
to Board of Governors Council: 
Shirlee Mullinix, Leo Wagner. 
The ballots were counted by Mr. 
Davis, Mr. Meredith, Pamela 
Madsen, Cecile Malencia, Jerri 
Hart. and A1 Martin. The ballots 
showed first ' and second 
preferences for each position, and 
counting procedures followed the 
rule set forth for preferential 
voting in ROBERT'S RULES OF 
ORDER, NEWLY REVISED. 
Es entially, this procedure 
requires that the second 
preference of a voter who gave 
first preference to a candidate with 
the lea t first place votes shall be 
di tributed to other candidates 
who received a higher number of 
first place votes. 
Statements of purpose submitted 
by newly elected members: 
JOHN HEINZ~ E.A.s. 
John Heinz- E.A.S. - I hope to 
be able to more fully represent the 
majority of students at GSU,. so 
that the student activities funds 
can be ulili .. ed to their fullest 
potential. Those students in· 
terested in participating in variow: 
student activities i.e. Veterans 
Club, Balance, Chess Club or 
Corrections Club, please feel free 
to see me about your desires. 
Maxwell Bennett - H.L.D. -
My plans are to function as best I 
can to represent students 
throughout GSU. It is important, 
however, to let me know your 
needs and concerns. 
Corliss Muse - C.C.S. - 1 hate 
to make hard and fast promises. I 
can only say, I'll try to be as 
constructive as possible for the 
students' cause. 
SHIRLEE MULLINIX· Appoln._ 
Shirlee Mullinix - It is my in-
tention to bring the concerns of 
students to the attention of the 
BOG and to vocalize the needs of 
students as they occur:. 
Linda Miller-H.L.D.- I would 
like to see that our student activity 
fees start getting used for events 
that students want...not a dance 
that 25 people attend or sending a 
few select people on weekend 
conferences or vacations. It is our 
money that is being wasted and 
misused and I want to start using 
the money wisely o ALL of us will 
bEnefit and get our "money's 
orth" of student services. 
Walker Budget Plans 
Concern GSU ., 
Gov. Daniel Walker's budget for 
higher education threatens the 
planned enrollment in.:rease for 
GOVERNORS STATE 
UNIVERSITY, its president told 
the Kankakee Ktwanis Club 
Monday .. 
Dr. William E. Engbretson said 
GSU is projected to have the 
equivalent of 2,000 fulltime 
students next year, but he warned 
if the go\·ernor's budget is the 
"functional limit" this goal can't 
he met. 
GSU is budgeted for 760 students 
this year and there are almost 
1,200 students in attendance, he 
said. 
Dr. Engbretson did not di cuss 
the budget in any detail, men-
tioning it only during a discussion 
of the school's projected 
enrollment and as part or an an· 
swer to a question. 
His speech was a recollection of 
the history ol the university, an 
explanation of its !unctions and 
goals and a di cussion of its future. 
lie recalled GSU opened in the fall 
of 1971 in a temporary "factory" 
site on U.S. 54 about two miles 
north of Monee. 
It opened with about 500 
·tudents. l.,ast year, Dr. 
Bngbretc; ~a 1d, there was a peak 
a<.tendanr 585 and the average 
enrollmf'n, lS 585. 
He explilint:d to the Kiwanians 
that GSU is an upper divi~ion 
university, offering programs for 
juniors and seniors and for a 
Masiers Degree. Its permanent 
facilities will be located in Park 
Forest South. Construction is 
scheduled to be completed later 
this year. 
Dr. Engbretson said the 
facilities are modular shaped and 
cost $17 million, noting this is $3.7 
million below the projected cost. 
He said the school is slated to 
have the equivalent of 6,000 
fulltime students by 1977, ex-
patining this means about 10,000 
will actually be in attendance. GSU 
currently has four colleges--the 
College of Cultural Studies, the 
College of Environmental and 
Applied Science, the College of 
Busines and Applied Science, and 
the College of Human Learning. 
Dr. Engbretson said GSU is open 
lo all junior college graduates who 
have completed 60 hours or who 
have associate degrees. He listed 
Kankakee Community College as 
"one of our prime feeders." 
The GSU president also 
discussed the unique aspects of tbe 
institution. He noted the university 
has no grades and utilizes an in-
novative and flexible program. 
He also pointed out the GSU ia 
primarily a teaching, rather than a 
research, university. 
Dr. Engbretson noted several 
other facts about GSU which 
distinguish it from other higher 
learning institutions: 
- The average age of its 
students is 30. 
- Sixty five per cent of its 
students are married. 
- Eighty five per cent of its 
students work. 
-Students often drop out a while 
to work and then return. 
- It offers six two-month 
sessions in lead of the traditional 
emesters, trimesters and quar-
ters. 
- The peak enrollment period 
during the day is 7 p.m. GSU 
pre ently has a staff of 315. 
Reprinted from Journal, 
Kankakee, Ill. 5-1-73. 
Leo Wagner- Hey! I would like 
to thank the students for plenty of 
votes! RIGHT ON! 
In this day the act of government 
is changing hands from the strictly 
structured to the flexibly struc-
tured ... 
I am going there with an open 
mind to represent a rather new 
university with lots of problems. I 
cannot promise to change the 
attitudes of those persons who are 
already serving on the board. I can 
only say in all sincerity that I wiU 
endeavor to push truth to any 
len~th. 
MORRISON NINALOWA. E.A.S 
Morrison Ninalowo - E.A.S. -
Represent students, on Students 
Advisory Committee - as to 
facilitate in decision making, 
when and where on what student 
activity funds will be spent. 
ESTELLA MARI E REESE. 8.P.I. 
Estella Marie Reese -B.P.S.-
First, I'd like to thank all the 
students of BPS who voted for me 
with honor that y9u have bestowed 
upon me I hope to serve in the best 
of my ability in the interest of the 
BPS students. 
Walt Calgar<r-C.C.S.- I wish to 
thank aU of the students in CCS 
that supported me by voting in the 
election. It is greatly appreciated. 
I am confident that the newly 
elected Student Services Advisory 
Committee will prove more ef-
fective and beneficial to the GSU 
students. I would like to propose 
that this committee take on the 
task of providing extra special 
activitie during the week, both 
during the day and evenings, and 
on weekends with a special em-
phasis geared toward the night 
student who reaUy never have 
gotten the full benefit of the 
student activity fee. I wish to 
encourage all CCS students to 
come to me with any ideas or 
suggestions on how to spend your 
activities fee and what specific 
kinds of things you'd like to see at 
GSU. 
Fernando Chagoya - As 
representative of GSU, I will 
represent, to the best of my 
abilities, all students best interests 
to the best that higher education 
should offer. Some of the areas 
that need attention are "real" 
student participation in academic 
Governance, financial support for 
graduate students, greater choice 
of self instructional classes, better 
advising and more money for 
essential purpo es. The FY 74 
budget was drastically cut, a fight 
will have to be initiated to expand 
and regain the lost funds if growth 
here is to continue and our long 
range goals are to be met. 
I will work on the new Board of 
Education as mandated by the 1971 
constitution has to be studied and 
recommendations made. All this 
and other areas should have the 
students best interests when being 
represented. I will do that 
representation. 
Gene Bilotto- B.P.S.- As the 
newly-elected representative to 
the SSAC from the College of 
Business and Public Service, I 
would like to expr my sincere 
appreciation to all those who 
supported me. Be assured I will 
represent my constituents to the 
best of my ability in all matters 
which come before the SSAC 
committee. 
My goals a a member of the 
committee are: 
1. To provide effective and 
responsible representation of the 
student needs within the College of 
Business and Public Service. 
2. To work toward the establish-
ment of guidelines which reflect a 
functional policy basis within the 
committee. 
3. To adequately serve the 
broader spectrum of the 
University Student body at GSU. 
4. To utilize existing a'ld planned 
programs in promoting greater 
student involvement and par-
ticipation in University affairs. 
In keeping with these goals I 
would like to extend an invitation 
to aU students to attend the SSAC 
meetings. H anyone is unable to 
attend our meetings, please feel 
free to speak with me in regard to 
anything on the SSAC agenda. If I 
cannot be reached, please leave 
correspondence with the Student 
Services Office. 
I solicit everyone's assistance in 
helping me perform my job as a 
student representative of BPS by 
letting their ideas be known to me 
regarding anything or concern to 
the SSAC committee. 
Again I thank you for placing 
your confidence in me, please be 
a sured that I shall at all times 
endeavor to uphold your con-
fidence. Thank you. 
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BY Ml IIELE CROWE 
The school, the military, the 
courts, the police, and the ''work 
place" all act to oppress youth- all 
act to manipulate, channel, and 
exploit in specific ways the 
energies and creativity of youth. 
·'The propaganda and socialization 
processes focused at youth act to 
channel young people into desired 
area of the labor market as well 
as to socialize them to accept 
without rebellion the miserable 
quality of life in america both on 
and off the job."- Mike Klonsky, 
new left notes, Dec. 23, 1968. 
tudent power is NOT the issue. 
We hould refuse the bundJe of 
false privileges c i.e. The 2-S 
deferments, the ecurity of the 
diploma, suburbia, the 
mongamous family, the "good" 
life of the red, while, blue, and 
yellow. l that such a phrase and the 
role student has to offer. Granted, 
we are oppressed; we are denied 
certain rights; our existence i 
marked with specific con-
tradictions; much of what we see 
around us is di tastefull .... but, not 
because we arc students- because 
we are youth. because youth is 
oppressed and exploited as youth. 
The established hierarchy 
realizes the power of youth -
especially a a critical force. "A 
society who e familie breed more 
and more protest • prone youth is 
obviou ly breeding trouble for 
iself." - fortune, Jan . 1969. 
.... Another reason for 
busine smen, concerned about 
preserving the democratic 
capitalistic order, to work a hard 
as th y can to make that order 
attractive to the youth". The 
established hierarchy realizes that 
it must act to contain its youth and 
to integral young peopl into its 
ocietv And 1t is the chool, the 
military, the •·work place" which 
are the most succ ssful in molding 
young people into functioning cogs 
in a society inherently alien to 
youth, Thus it is in their rejection 
of the integration proc ss, in 
refusal to the military, and in the 
abandonment of a dying capitalist 
culture that young people, in 
particular students, must begin to 
defin their struggle for liberation. 
As students, we mu t be careful 
that we don't awake one day and 
discover that we hav been trained 
as the exploiters of tomorrow's 
youth. 
This is to acknowledge that the 
rhetoric of "student power'' i the 
rhetori of elitism; that youth 
must wage. not a battl for 
"student power". but a battle 
which attacks the contradictions of 
the society we are forced to Jive in. 
Racism. oppression, and ex-
ploitation, are contradictions 
which thrive in this society • are 
contradictions which plague young 
people in way peculiar to youth's 
position in society. The school, the 
military, the "work place" , and 
the street are all relavant arenas 
to which to expo e these con-
tradiction and destroy their ef-
fectiveness in established society. 
"The rhetoric of youth, th 
rh toric of liberation accu the 
bureaucratic brothel. Death and 
selective damnations to the 
mentors of raci m, to the cl rks of 
hypocrisy and oppres ion ... rise 
and smash the living con-
tradiction ... rise and accept the 
r j ction of privileg . The tent's 
afire ... Lhe circus i exposed. We 
reject th equation of racism ... we 
reject the equations of op-
pr ssion ... we rej ct the equation 
of exploitation ... \\ · emand the 
teacher' d ath .. . " • comit.g back 
from Calif. 1969. 
Charges Bias In Colleges Employment 
BY DENNI 00 MKA 
Two reports ubmitted to the 
Board of Higher Education allege 
that state colleges and universities 
practice discrimination against 
minority group in their hiring and 
admi sion practices. 
A report prepared by a citizens 
committee headed by state Sen. 
Richard H. Newhouse <0-
Chicago> was particularly dam-
ning. 
His committee concluded that 
"the sy tern of higher education 
in lllinoi ha not established an 
effective sy temwide program 
designed to provide equal em-
plo. ment opportunities for 
minorilie lincl,uding women)." 
NEWHOUSE told the board 
Tuesday lher seemed to be a 
"conspiracy to exclude black 
faculty member . We found lily 
white faculties in area other than 
social science . " 
After studying state college and 
univcrsitie for a year Newhou e's 
committee concluded the Board of 
Higher Education should take a 
more active role in eliminating 
discrimination. 
The committee even pointed to 
the board membership, saying, 
"Board member 'are typically 
white, male, busines men or 
educators. Minorities, women. 
labor, and other groups with a 
stake in higher education are 
inadequately represented on these 
board ." 
The currenll6-man board is all 
white and has only one woman. 
Newhouse 's committee 
recommended that each state 
college recruit more minority 
faculty member and graduate 
students, and provide mofe 
assistantship and fellowships for 
minority students. The report also 
(Continued on page 7) 
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GSU Jazz Ensemble Spring Concert 
A Special Tribute To Monique And Keshaz 
The Governors State University 
Jazz Component, under the 
direction of Dr. Warrick L. Carter, 
pre ented their annual Spring 
Concert, Wednesday evening <May 
16, 1973l in the Commons. 
. The evening concert was divided 
Into four section ; The concert 
began with the elections from The 
ound Module, a jazz quartet 
composed of students from GSU 
and Pr irie State Junior College. 
The group performed two originaJ 
compo itions written by 
saxophonist, Ken Plikhun of 
Governors State University. Other 
group members included David 
WiJins, drummer, Ron Askew, 
guitarist, both of Governors State 
University, and Rich Farias of 
Prairie State Junior College. 
works of Isaac Hayes, Gerald <world's premiere>, composed by 
Myrow (Park Forest), W.L. W.L.Cartet, "First Time Ever I 
Carter. and D. Barton. Saw Your Face," made popular by 
The evening continued with vocalist Roberta Flack, and 
music from the G U Jazz Sextet. "Keisha Z," <world premiere), 
This gro:.~p recently won the "Best composed by W.L. Carter. Dr. 
Combo" award during the Elizabeth Herlinger, University 
Collegiale Jazz Festival at Notre Professor of Anthropology, College 
Dame. ''hey presented the award of Cultural Studies, served as 
to the University following their Concert Master. 
performance. The Sextet per- Special guests in the audience 
form d "Genes ee, •· a composition included the infant daughter of Dr. 
of Eugene M. Vinyard, axophonist and Mrs. Warrick L. Carter, 
<Park Forest South), "Can· Keisha Zayya, for whom the work 
cer'Leo " written by Walter "Keisha Z" wa written and 
Henderson, cornet (Little Rock, Monique Walker, daughter of Mr. 
Arkan as), and "Reaction," by and Mrs. Charles Walker of 
Curtis Prince, percussion Richton Park and Chattanooga, 
<Chicago>. Other members of the Tennessee, for whom the com-
Sextet were: Ronald Askew, guitar position "Monique'' was written. 
CChicago>, John Pate, piano Throughout lhe year, the Jazz 
!Chicago>, and Jeff Simon, bass Component under the direction ol 
The econdsection of the concert <Markham). Dr. Carter will continue to present 
featured the 21 piece GSU Jazz The evening end d with a uniqu jazz experiences. Their 
Ensemble. The Ensemble consists premiered performance of the next presentation will be a Jazz 
of University students and com· G U Jazz Ensemble With Strings. Concert in the Park Forest Plaza, 
munity persons. They performed The group performed "Monique," June'!:/, 1973 at 7:00P.M. 
Latino Community Perspectives 
BY JO NNA COHN 
A new moduJe in CCS began this 
e sion entitled "The Latino 
Community". The coordinator Ms. 
Tina Stretch has organized a serie 
of seven speakers that are 
scheduled every Tuesday, from 
7;30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
The first three peakers 
dealt with the Latino community in for the Bilingual Bicultural Center, 
terms of Education, Politic , and speaking on community 
Health. The speakers cheduled organization; June 5, Phil Ayala 
Cor the remainder of the se sion from El Centro de Ia Causa, 
are as follows: May 20, John speaking on social er·ices; and 
Velazquez from El Centro de Ia June 12, Edelberto Campos parole 
Causa, speaking on law and officer from Chicago, speaking on 
justice; May 29, Tony Vazquez and the Latino youth. 
Project Director Ruben Salazar 
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Cultural Studies the best combo award won at the Notre Dame Jazz 
festival. Governors State University won four of the 12 awards at Notre 
Dame, more than any other school. 
Projections In CCS--Part II 
BY l\llL T PETRITSCII 
Several is ues back, I began an 
article on the College of Cultural 
Studies. This is the second part It 
deal with some comments made 
by President Engbretson when I 
a ked about what he foresees in the 
future for CCS. 
The President stated that it is 
difficult to express any definite 
ideas on where CCS wiU go in the 
future because it is a long range 
subject and factors influence 
programs in all colleges, let alone 
CCS. When asked what new 
moduJes he foresaw, he respon· 
ded: 'The University has certain 
appointed persons to develop 
programs and modules in CCS, and 
lhey are responsible for that. He 
added that they have come up with 
interesting and rewardin~ con-
cepts and subjects for study in the 
past and he is opimistic that as the 
college grows, and the facuJty and 
student bodies expand, more and 
more moduJes will be d veloped-
-modules that will reach into 
new and greater depths pf subject 
matter." When reque ted to gtve a 
long range concept of what pur-
pose he sees in CCS, President 
Engbretson thoughtfully 
responded: 'I see within it ex-
pansion for individuals and the 
community by creating in our 
students 'cultural careers' and 
they can carry their knowledge out 
into the world, outside the 
University; influencing the 
community sociaUy, economically 
and artlctically.' 
Coming up next: comments from 
more of the CCS faculty' members. 
DIS and HERS 
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3909 Sauk Trail Richton Park, Ill. 
748-4545 
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BPS Professor 
Commended 
A profes or is commended in an 
article distributed to 10.000 
newspapers by Indu trial News 
Review. 
"Frontier of Mind and pirit" 
say : 
·•only the most hardy and 
dedicated citizens, until recently, 
damd raise lheir voices in support 
of technology . In pointing out that 
technology held the answers to 
most of the problems relating to 
man and his envirorunent, they 
Midwest Business Administration 
association meeting which stated 
that, 'Technology has become the 
common mod for a better quality 
of human life, and is invading 
every institution and ac-
livity .... The influence of 
technological advancement,· it 
added, 'is becoming more im-
portant in all sectors of national 
activity .... " Technology i but 
another word for the many fron-
tiers of human existence tf\,.t 
DR. DONALD R. HERZOG 
appeared to_ be. ~ucki_ng a remain. It embraces the mysteries 
hopele:>~ly swtft-runmng tide of of space, of medicine and of the 
oppost ~ton among college-age earth around us that are yet to be 
youths m whose hands the fate_ of olved. Technology is a frontier of 
~echnolog_y rests. But ~~w the llde mind and spirit that has no end. As 
ts ch~ngmg: The futthty of at- long as man exists, it will be in· 
tem~tmg to 1mprove the world by viting him forward. To turn our 
turnmg off the spigot of scientific backs on technology means facing 
progress has been recognized in a dead past. 
ome measure. "The Governors State Univer~ 
"Dr. Dona~d R. Herzog, sity professor is to be commended 
professor_ of b~mess at Gove~nors for helping to restore faith in 
State UmversJty' together With a technology and the hope it holds for 
colleague presented a paper at the the future." 
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New DirectOr For ICC I· 
Promot d to director of the ~ 
struclional communications center 
at new Governors State Universit,y 
is Warland (Dave) Wight, in-
structional communications 
specialist who i · a TV and film 
producer' and former junior higb 
school teacher. 
Dr. Wight, also a lecturer, 
writer, arli ·t. and consultant, was 
assistant director of the ICC. 
As a consultant to the Southeast 
Education c nler of the attle 
public schools, h helped develop 
programs in visual literacy, in-
struct teachers on effective usc of 
media, and de ign a learning 
resource center. 
He was a part-time instructor of 
learning skill· at the niversily of 
Wa. hington, supervising teacher 
in the teacher training program of 
the Ithaca. N.Y., public school 
system and ornell niversity, 
and as a junior high school teacher 
of ocial science in an ex-
perimental class utilizing a variety 
of in tructional media. 
Dr. Wigh, established the film-
making department of th Ex-
perimental ollege at the 
University of Washington. 
As a consultant to King Screen 
Productions, Inc., he helped detail 
commercial potential of 
educational films and recommend 
subject for production and 
procedures for instructional 
distribution. 
His production includes "Project 
'66," a televi ion special about 
welfare living; "The University 
Experience," a film for the Ex-
perimental College, and "Liquid 
Sculpture." a film .for an en-
vironment in Experiments in Art 
and Tecl,nology exhibition. 
Characterizjng himself as a 
~echnological artist, he has created 
multi-media art exhibits in laser 
light, foam, and plexiglass through 
Experiments in Art and 
DR. DAVE WIGHT 
Technology. His concept of art 
stresses the involvement• of the 
participant: "True art should 
stretch the senses and expand lh 
intellect. That requires total 
participation." 
His lectures and film series 
includ .. 1oholy-Nagy's Concept 
of Cin ma" for the S attle Art ' 
museum, "The Experimental 
Film" for the Jewish Community 
center, ''Technological Art: The 
Film" for Pacific Northwest ArlJi 
and Crafts association, and "The 
Historical Development of a Film 
Language'' for th Henry Art 
gallery. 
"The Marriage of Art and 
Engineering" was a newspaper 
feature article by him. 
His doctorate in education from 
th University of Washington was 
in I arning resources with a minor 
in psychology of perception. His 
master's from Cornell University 
was in social science. His 
bachelor's degree was also from 
Cornell. 
T I 
l 
I 
E I ITEL 
DD E OF THE 
WHEN 1i COM 
Es ro 
'THE UL 1"/MA. TE 
IN fASHION ClOTHING 
FOR 
80rH SEXEs · 
--rou 
MAt<ES MORE THAN CH 
A MIDDLE OF 
THERo 
COMMITMENI! )\O 
TOUCH DIDN'T B~EAK OUT AS 
A SIDE SHOW FROM SOME 
T~AOITIONAL CLOTHING BUSINESS 
SINCE THE FIRST DA.Y IT 
OPENED TOUCH HAS ALWAYS 
EMPHASIZED AND P!'IESENTEO 
THE BEST IN HIGH 
FASHION ClOTHES 
SO IF YOU FIE LOOKING FOR JUST . MIDDLE OF THE ROAD ' CLOTHING, 
PLEASE SAVE YOURSELf rHE EFFORT OF COMING IN !I 
ON HALSTED ST. NEAR PRAIRIE STATE 
COllEGE IN CHICAGO HEIGHTS 
754·08 10 
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Educator 
Impressed 
-A New York educator was 
impressed with the youth and 
vitality as w l1 as the difference at · 
Governor State University. 
City College of New York' Dr. 
Sidney P. RoUins reported: 
. "Governors State University is 
different. Probably it is different 
from any university in the nation. 
Its personnel, administration, and 
faculty appear generally to reli h 
and support Ute difference. Ev n 
the existing building. a converted 
wareh u e that has very few floor-
to-ceiling partition . provides a 
physical environment that sets 
GSU apart. 
"Becau e thcr are no con-
ventional corridors defining 
passageways. spaces appear at 
first to be organized haphazardly. 
A first-time visitor might find it 
difficult to locate a particular 
office. Arter a short while. 
however. it becomes relatively 
easy to find one's way from on 
·tion of the university, from one 
office space to another. 
"The attitud s of mo t of the 
p rsons with whom I talked 
reflected the newness of the 
university and its commitment to 
innovation. The strong loyalties 
(particularly to department ) that 
are easily identified in con-
ventional in t1tulions are not 
nearly so apparent at GSU. At this 
point in time this is still an ad-
vantage. There appeared to be an 
openness toward other components 
of the university, and a general 
acceptance of a condition of 
change and inno-vation. Com-
munication from one unit or the 
university to another also ap-
peared to be easy and free. To 
some extent this may be the result 
of the open physical arrangement. 
"There aJso is an impression of 
youth. and vitality. Among those 
attending. group meetings there 
was evident a willingness to listen 
to and to exchange ideas." 
r .... - .. 
aekToMot 
And the dubious campers eat and began to break camp: Top, John 
Biro, Karen Thompson, Bill Hanno, Rich Warrington, Collen Green, 
Herbert Williams. 
"The tir .... _....,, Rich 
"The best bet". Top, Dave Porter, larry and Terry Posanka, Julie and 
Tom Taylor. 
PageS 
erNat e 
Story on Page 11 
"Chuck!" who found it all like being at home. 
"The feartna ca~mper" Pat Gallagher. 
Sunday momln' comes unexpected and in haste one of the campers is 
almost packed away: Bob Jensen in tent, Tom Taylor, Sam De Bose. 
Page6 
Black Month was ob erv d at 
Governors Stale University during 
th month of May: under the 
diligent planning of Paula Jon · ' 
and Corlis Mu e. 
The affair got under way with an 
Afric n Bazaar. Monday, J\lay 7, 
bowing art work from variou:s 
a ·pects of the Black . perien · . 
Black Month was in itself an 
experi n e, 'bringing black folk 
ba k to th root. if but for one 
moment. empha izing again. lif is 
n t a ystems of controls- rather 
people feeling, b ing. e -
periencing. And that essentially if 
you mi that you're ju:st jivin'. 
Elvin Jone came to Governors 
'I t niversity. and his coming 
was an in piration simply becaus 
he i · th mo t xciting drumm r in 
the bu ·incs . 
To watch him troll, smiling and 
j • ' t1nl{. to his delicately poised 
inst1·umcnts and s ttle himself 
lx•lund them with upturned eye 
li a~ a pr Juding org~ isl • th to 
. ~· his hands move t:Xploringly 
atrnss his kin and br<a." • like a 
m xlium s •king communication 
whil' hi. t'yt·s ·quceze ·hut, ·weal 
:parklt-:; from hi kin. and his 
mouth emits weird ·ounds like th 
creaking of a very tight peg - i · to 
witnt>Ss th rie tran formation of 
lht' man and the arli ·t into lh 
\'udun prie;t. 
Hi· butterfly like movement 
gaV(.• one the impression of wing 
of ft· dom. certainly what th e 
who •xpcrience the highe ·t region 
mu. l fe I, be it bird or man. 81 
you for coming. ray of light! 
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Bringmg a musical experience of 
c~rnic pr portions. Their unusual 
bl n of polyrhythm' and varied 
frican tonal and mu ical chords 
were cc nt d by omething nev. 
and multi-dim n ·ional. Pharoah. 
Don "Hipmo" l\tyrich. axophoni I 
supreme. supplied the added depth 
by tickling the piano ev r so 
rn Jlow. The 'bone' of Pharoah, 
Willie Wood. was ever pr . ent and 
consistent a th l\lagical Drum 
Foundation of Pharoah, hango 
, •goko. • ta ter Oye Bisi. and 
Pharoah Aar n reminded of th 
nen .. or the universe-the ba or 
"Th Pharoah Aura." That' the 
way it s<'Cm wh n one Ji tens to 
the Pharoahs- An "Aura" prevail . 
An ele tromagnetic vibration 
dominating all force field 
surrounding it. Add to alt-thi , 
Divine ue Conway, song woman 
of the Black Nation and the circle 
1 compl te. Th sun is setting at 
G U and Prince Nora 
acknowl dg the presenc of Ra 
with a burst f ublime respect. 
Th Pharoah through the1r 
"Mu ·ic of Manisfestalion", the 
pr • nee of th ·un in the ultimat 
s('nse, they re ons of the sun. 
• 
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1 Innovative Students Coordinate Module To G.S.U. Student Body 
During the May-June Session of 
the 1973-74 Academic Year, Ms. 
andra Brokaw and Mr. Donald 
William through the Cooperative 
Education Program in the College 
of Cultural Studies taught a 
module titled ANALYTICAL 
APPROACH TO OCIAL 
PROBLEMS. 
The module was approved by the 
D an of the College of Cultural 
tudies, Dr. Alfonso Sherman. The 
learning experiences were 
supervi ed by Professor Bobby 
Mills, University Professor of 
Socilogy, in the College of Cultural 
tudies. Thi learning was the first 
of it kind in the University, i.e., 
where graduate students were 
directly involved in the develop-
m nt. re earch, and teaching of a 
module. 
The learning experiences 
covered a period of six (6) months. 
ndra and Donald first developed 
a proposal to guide their learning 
experiences. The proposal was 
approved by Dean Sherman, Tom 
Haug by cCollegial Coordinator 
Cor Co-op Education> and 
Professor Mills. 
system work c University & 
Collegial l? 
2. To gain experience in the 
d velopment and implementation 
of a learning module in the area of 
the social sciences to be offered to 
undergrad (May-June Session 
1973). 
thing as teaching - only lear-
ning." Therefore, everyone was 
concerned of as a resource person 
and a a facilitator of his own 
learning as well as the learning of 
others. Hence, tudents engaged in 
panel di cussion , group research 
projects, individualized research 
projects, and presented in-
dividudalized lectures on specific 
social issues 
Student Publications of Gover-
nors State University, THE IN-
NOVATOR is seeking students 
cgraduate and undergraduate) for 
position on the newspaper staff 
that MUST be filled within the next 
few weeks. I encourage students 
interested in reporting, feature 
writing, creative writing, columns, 
proof-reading, typing, 
photography. or any other jour-
nalistic skills to visit the IN-
NOVATOR office, located in the 
North Rotunda. 
The Student newspaper is as 
successful as the students make it. 
A small group of students has been 
providing input for our 
publications. Student Publications 
can only function with student 
interest and cooperation. We need 
to create TOGETHER, to express 
TOGETHER. With the exception of 
a few, the student body in this 
univer ity bas done little to further 
the achievements of their student 
newspaper. 
The INNOVATOR Staff 
meetings are held each Tuesday at 
1:00 p.m. in the North Rotunda. AJI 
tudents are welcome to the office 
to ee what the INNOVATOR is all 
about and where we want to J{o. 
G.S.U. has a number of talented 
students who are capable of 
dir cling their abilities into the 
student press. Wher are you??? 
Altend our next staff meeting on 
Tuesday, May 22. We will show thi 
university just exactly what we 
can do! 
Thank You 
1 am grateful to the members of 
the Black Caucu for their efforts 
to ameliorate my position at GSU. 
The eagerness of so many to share 
my burdens has been a most 
pleasant surprise. Thanks. 
1 have not made clear in my vita 
U1at for 12 of my 14 years of college 
I worked 40 hours a week attending 
school at night. At the University 
of Iowa, I was Administrative 
Secretary to the head of the 
Pharmaceutical D partment. At 
Westminster Choir College, I was 
secretary to the Minister of the 
Princeton Unitarian Church 
I Physicist Albert Einstein at-
tended). At Columbia Universit:t. 
New York City, I administertrl the 
typing pool at the Bureau of Soc: 11 
Research. 
Vivian Opal Martin 
The purposes of the learning 
experiences in general were to 
understand the role of a professor 
in a univer ily. Specifically, these 
purposes were: 
3. To learn what types of explicit 
re ponsi ~ilities and administrative 
procedures faculty members are 
involved in such as their 
relation hip with the registrar 
when coordinating a module, or 
developing a program within the 
1 C. 
In other words, alternative 
styles of learning were developed 
in conjunction with the philosophy 
and mandates of GSU. 
Charges Bias 
1. To learn what types of ad-
ministrative functions exist at 
GSU and to what extent does the 
Board of Higher Education con-
tribute to the operation or GSU. 
a . How are operating and 
capital budget generated and 
implemented? 
b. IIO\\ is academic policy 
determined? 
c. ~ hat are the plans and 
nece · ary developments o£ GSU 
and its collegial units !Phase I· 
Jill? 
d. How does the governance 
4. To gain skills in the area of 
faculty advising so as to be able to 
coun el and help .wilh regi Lering 
and in the development of con-
tracts under the supervision of a 
faculty member. 
5. To learn what other types of 
decision-making procedures in-
volving faculty members who are 
on committees such a th CCS 
Senate. etc. 
Th classroom learning ex-
perrences were organized around 
the concept: "that there is no such 
Both Ms. Brokaw and Mr. 
Williams are graduate degree 
candidates in the College of 
Cultural Studies. They will receive 
a Master's Degree in Cultural 
tudies in June, with major em-
phasis in the social sciences. 
Ms. Brokaw as of July 1, 1973, 
will be supervising a group home 
for dependent-neglected boys 
who are wards of the State of 
lllinois. 
Mr. Williams will pursue doc-
toral studies in Sociology at 
.~cuse University, Sycracuse, 
New York. 
(Continued ftom page 2) 
urged universities to take a more 
actrve rote an helping high schools 
prepare students for college. 
THE REPORT also suggested a 
study of enrollments In Chicago 
area colleges. 
"It appears that a segregated 
system of higher education is 
developing in U1is area with black 
students concentrated at Chicago 
State and to a lesser degree at 
Governors state." the committee 
wrote. 
A report by the staff of the Board 
of Higher Education found some 
-----
Cramming is fine for tests 
cJJSCrlmmution against women on 
school faculties. The staff said 
despite progress that had been 
made toward equal pay for 
women, there were still inequities 
in pay scales and opportunities for 
promotion. 
The report recommended that 
public institutions "identify the 
costs involved in salary 
equalization and include in their 
operating budget requests for 
fiscal year 1975 the amount 
required to eliminate unlawful 
salary differentials." REPRIN-
TED FROM DAILY NEWS, 
HlCAGO, ILL. MAY 2, 1973. 
--
) 
I But what about your apartment 
I 
) 
-
Try Ours or SIZE! 
EDGEWOOD APARTMENTS 
316 STEGER RD. 
are located just a mile east 
of Western Ave. on Steger 
Rd. Office and Model Apt. 
OPEN 
10.7 Mon.- Fri. 
1-6 Sat. - Sun. 
OR CALL 
755-3740 
-
EDGEWOOD FEATURES 
*QUIET, COUNTRY LIVING- MINUTES from G.S.U. 
*SWIMMING POOL and CLUBHOUSE 
*RECREATION AREAS 
*FREE GAS, HEAT, WATER 
*INDIVIDUAL CONTROLLED HEAT and AIR CONDITIONING 
*CONVENIENT SHOPPING 
*STEPS AWAY from COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE 
*PLUS MUCH MORE 
COMPARE OUR 
TILE 
STUDIO $125/mo. 
ONE BEDROOM $155/mo. 
TWO BEDROOM $180/mo. 
THREE BEDROOM 
1-lfz BATH $210/mo. 
VAVRUS & ASSOCIATES 
-
-
RENTS 
... 
CARPETED 
$135/mo. 
$165/mo. 
$190/mo. 
$225{mo. 
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Shades Of Gray CCS News 
8\' AN. 'A II RRI BY tH .. t'l>ETRITSCII 
THE BLACK CULTURAL 
EXH IBIT AND BAZAAR at G.S. . 
opened as scheduled, Monday, 
, 1ay 7, 1973. In evidence o:f the 
national colors of Mrica and 
\fricans i the black, red and 
green flag on display in the North 
Rotunda. Artifacts symbolic of the 
African-America's long ago ur-
surped culture were few. But what 
there wa reminded one of similar 
exhibits in museums in Chicago, 
New York, and Philadelphia and in 
private homes of the wealthy white 
families on the North American 
Continent. 
ON THE TATTERED DRUMS 
UNE CAN visualize fingers of once 
proud African ancestors, hear the 
moans from dry throats as laves, 
the rattle of chains, the crack of 
the drivers' whips, and the 
jubilation in the slattes' laughter 
as they were paid io gold for the 
human merchandise. Hammocks 
of intricate design, secured and 
swin~Png, again reminded us that 
though (African-Americans are 
generaUy referred to as heathens 
and savages, certainly there is an 
unresolved dispute in this whol 
historical notion. They had a past 
that is beautifu1 even from a 
distance. 
The BUBBLE ON THE 
ROTUNDA is comparable to holes 
of slave ship ; the small space in 
which Africans were literally 
tacked and chained on shelve 
during the middled pa age. 
Sculptured bust of Black females 
symbolized the purpose, posmon 
and beauty of Joseph Conrad's 
black hens in ·'Heart of 
Darkness". Their body evid nces 
the rationale for concubinage in 
author Basil Davidson's "Black 
Lady with th jetty br ast, and 
fulsome Iippi -the \ltild knight for 
the black layd ... Sail um behind 
and kiss her hippis ... 
My layde with the mekle Iip-
pi ... "Not apparent, however, are 
myriad handiwork of complexed 
beauty in the Am ricnn slaves' 
ironwork and other inventions 
which have been ab orbed into the 
larger culture. These are or were 
the inventions of African slaves 
during their various tages of 
metamorphi on their way to 
becoming de criptions rather than 
men of ubstance- men of 
definition, nigger or blacks. The 
whole thing is ·imply to remind 
African-Americans that mdepth 
tudy of their history can be 
revealing indeed. "That they are 
really somebody," ACCORDING 
to Basil Davidson, "peoples of an 
African type were painting men 
and women with a beautiful and 
sensitive realism before 3,000 V.C. 
and were perhap the originators 
of naturalistic human por-
traiture." 
"Olduvia George ... The most 
important developments in human 
history took place in the Dark 
Continent." That the Africans in 
Africa some 600,000 years led the 
world; gave it fire and tools, and 
cultivated grain, painted pictures, 
had y terns of governments, 
culptur is not a hocking truth to 
the native of that continent, but his 
counter-part - the African-
Americans who sometimes eem 
to be overwhelmed because they 
have been so long without any 
knowledge of their hi tory. Or 
indeed who they were or even who 
they are. 
THE OPENI G OF THE 
BLACK EXHIBIT AND BAZAAR 
had its n gative aspects also: 
Monday morning May 7, the In-
novator staff arrived for work - to 
do the layout of the new paper. But 
found to their chagrin that the 
Black Exhibits were demanding 
the use or the whole North 
Rotunda. And o they had 
sometime during th weekend 
moved out into the maze all the 
Innovator's furniture, files, and 
everything else, except the 
tcl phone and it was nailed to the 
wall. o we had no p ace to rk, 
The university press was shut 
down. Furniture, file cabinets, 
typewriters and printed materials 
were in the area between CCS and 
BPS, a space designated as a fire 
Jan . Then the person whose 
business it is to keep these lanes 
open and clear of chairs and tables 
and other clull r told us, "U that 
tuff is not out or that lane by the 
time my men arrive, it will be 
tored." He never relinquisted this 
warning. 
A new feature this month; we 
are interviewing the candidates for 
Student Assistant Dean. This issu 
we are reporting on an interview 
conducted by myself with Leo 
Wagn r. 
Mr. Wagner had arranged to 
have an open interview session 
with the CCS faculty and students 
on May 23rd at 1 PM. No one 
howed up. Thus another prime 
example of the apathy on campus. 
Mr. Wagner has something to say 
and since you won'tlisten to him in 
person, you have the privilege now 
of hearing him in print. 
Q: Why are you running for this 
post? 
A: In the first place, the job is 
open and there is no corrlation 
between faculty and student body 
or student body programs to in-
volve them. 
Q: What are your 
qualifications? 
Meanwhile we, Herb Williams, 
Colleen Green, Kathy Czyz, Anna 
Harris, Lloyd DeGrane, Farook 
AliKhan, Joe Planera, and later, 
Fidelis Amatokwu worked at 
getting the Newspaper's records 
and furniture into some emblence 
of order. After hours of dialogue 
b tween the Newspaper and 
·ponsor of the Black Exhibit and 
Bazaar. and of course out of 
d peralion we simply moved the 
newspaper furniture, files, 
typewriter , and other necessary 
equipment back to the North 
Rotunda. Some papers and desks 
ar till occupying space which 
had until Monday utilized for other 
purposes by the Dean of CCS. 
However, the Innovator staff 
was assured by the Editor-in-Chief 
that he had no intention of 
relinquising the Newspaper's work 
space. He simply agreed to share 
th space with the Black Exhibits 
and Bazaar, and well he should. 
This is how we ar proceeding. 
The Professional Chef ') • 
A: An active interest in the 
betterment of rapport between the 
faculty and students of CCS, Senior 
statos, very known and will con-
tinue to be a student here. 
Q: What is your most important 
goal? 
This man is not a chef by profession. He is an educator. Dr. Virginio 
Piucci is the Vice-President for Research and Innovation at GSU. This 
picture shows Dr. Piucci researching LASAGNA in the kitchen with a 
few innovations. Right on VLPIII 
A: Set up some sort of criteria 
for students to become more ac-
tively involved in CCS. Also, to et 
up cholarships for minority 
students at GSU who cannot 
normally afford to attend any 
college. 
baring has to be the key to all that 
concern u here at G .. U. Its 
limited physical facilities deems it 
so. The conclusion of this matter 
might well be another classic 
example of two parties talking 
each hearing what the other is 
saying and neither knowing what 
the other is talking about. 
Personal Growth Workshop Cor 
Women June 22 to 24. The work· 
shop will use experlental 
approaches to deal with women's 
issues. Groups will be lead by 
women staff of Chicago 
Counseling and Psychotherapy 
Center. Call 684-1800 Cor infor· 
mation. Child care provided. 
Tell It Like It Is 
Dear Leola, 
The May-June session ha 
many of the modu1e listed for 
P.M.? This i strange, not men-
tioning, expecting a student to go 
to a college in Chicago a one 
module states. What is all or this? 
Out in the field, one day a week? 
Why all of this? A TUDENT 
Dear tudent, 
Calm down. I do not know your 
area or empha is. You will find 
that actually working in your field 
of interest will make it easier to 
enter when you graduate. You 
actually get experience while 
learning. 
Dear Leola, 
You had started a column ad· 
vising the consumer on can goods, 
fish and all eatable products that 
were being called back. This is 
appreciated by those who work in 
the day and go to school at night. 
We don't have time to look at 
televi ion or read the daily 
newspaper. Pleas continue this 
servic to the student. V.W.O 
Dear V.W.O., 
Wh n there is space my article 
for the com umer it will be prin· 
ted. There are torie that take 
priority to thi . 
Dear Leola, 
I am slilJ attending G U but my 
girl ha finished. My friend wants 
me to attend another college. Why 
should I? Every lime I look around 
she i at GSU in the evening. I can 
go to the men's room fortunately 
for awhile, until Women's Lib 
changes thi . I tell her to go home 
and she says that I don't love her 
anymore. What can I do? 
. FORELORN 
Dear Forelorn, 
I hould have such werries. Oh 
w II, I wonder how many girl out 
th rc wish their fellows were 
around. Let me hear from you 
girls. Your girlfriend does not feel 
as ecure as he should. You didn' t 
mention if you were engaged or 
not. Perhaps it would be nice for 
her to altend evening class . 
There was a discussion on 
Women's Lib and the men's room 
over T.V., I don't believe at this 
time their primary intere t lies in 
this issue 
Dear Leola, 
The examining board team 
stated five points that were ob-
jectionable to them. Can you tell 
me bow lhe University will go 
about changing these concerns to 
where GSU will receive ac-
creditation within three years? 
P.B.D. 
Dear P.B.D. 
GSU is an innovative Univer-
sity. The follow up studies of 
graduate is very rewarding. All of 
the institutional areas of concern 
stated by the xamining team will 
be priority objective for the 
leaders of GSU to abide bv. I think 
within five years from now. we will 
be happy and proud to let others 
know we had a start in G U'S 
growth. 
AC 312 • 563-8825 
Plantation House 
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE 
ITALIAN SPECIAL TIES - COMPLETE AMERICAN MENU 
BREAKFAST FROM 5:30 BUSINESS LUNCHES 11·3 PM 
DINNERS TILL 11 PM 
---
Rt. 50 & Court Street Monee, Ill. 
An lnvestme t 
For People 
Who 
Are Nervous 
About 
Making 
Investments. 
We can't blame you for being nervous. 
Investing in the market can be risky. 
That's why we've devised the no-sweat investment. 
No risks. No outstanding debts. And no chance of 
losing your money. 
All you have to do is deposit your money In our bank. 
Leave it with us for two years and we'll pay you a 
tidy So/.4 o/o interest. 
If you don't want to wait that long, we'll give you an 
almost-as-good 5112 o/o interest on a one-year deposit. 
Or if you want to get in and out for a safe, quick 
killing, we'll give you 4Y2o/o on a day to day basis 
(so you can take the money and run whenever 
you want). 
A deposit at our bank is one of the wisest ones 
you can make. 
We won't make you rich overnight. 
But in a while you'll be a little happier. A little richer. 
And a lot less nervous. 
Governors and Uncoln Highways, Matteson, Illinois 60443 
747~ • ~5411 
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Pan-African Conference 
And Third World Symposium 
BY BILL TATE 
On May 3, 1973, GSU students 
took a bus to Boston Mass. to the 
Pan-African Conference and Third 
World Symposium held at Bran-
d is University . The purpose for 
the conference was to : 
a . To assist in bringing about the 
unity of all black people in support 
of the common struggle against 
ra c is m. colonialism and im-
perialism . 
b. To tell the true hi tory of the 
African People the world over. 
c. To bring to light the just 
s truggle of the people of Southern 
Africa. 
d. To support and give voice to 
that mas of Black workers the 
world over who are both suffering 
from race oppression and class 
exploitation. 
The conference was dedicated to 
ttw late OSAGYEFO Kwame 
Nkrumah, President of the 
·'African Nat!nn" and Arnilcar 
Cabral <Guinea-Sis aul, Africa's 
Revolutionary Hero. 
orne of the topics discussed at 
the symposium were Pan-
Africanism and Third World 
solidarity , Pan-Africanism and 
education and P,1n-Africanism and 
economic development. 
(1thcr ev nts during that 
weekend were a Pan-African Arts. 
posters. photography exhibit ; a 
Pan-African, Third World cinema 
festival ; A Pan-African products 
and publication · xpo, and a 
"speci a l Pan - African 
celebration ." 
The conft·rcnce was also in-
tended to foster solidarity with and 
encourage coalitions and alliances 
with other anti-imperialist forces 
in the Third World and in the 
Metropolitan Countries. 
The conference nded in a 
• WALA ZA WEU 1 <Pan-African 
'piritual elebrationl . 
Diaspora/Voiees 
Behind The Walls 
BY ANTHONY AND ADDIE tate of a democratic nation 
Bro. A)ose, . . eeking a strategic loophole in 
I thmk your postlton on the trade with vastly populated China. 
freedom of Black people to choose In other words, he has a cause for 
his or he_r own political party_ is going to China. Angela, is a 
only partially capable of covermg revoltutionary former professor of 
the necessary ground unearthed; ULCA - i.e. a common person. 
when w~ talk about black people She could have no motive of going 
and chotces. Freedom to choose is to Russia unless she has a cause. 
not freedom if all your choices Her cause as she said in her 
have been defi_n~ by yo~ enemy. gathering lectures was to show her 
Regardless of tts. tdeologtcal name appreciation for their support. I do 
tag . ---:_ Comm~~sm, Democracy, not think Mr. Telemarque will 
Soctahsm. Lemmsm, they remain expect her to tum her back on the 
defined by your oppressor and people that help her because she's 
taught to you by him. So we must black and the blacks here needed 
not forget our position, our real more attention. I could not see 
sit_ua~i?n. If we ma~ntain. our anything bad against the sister's 
pno~1ttes b~ed upon this reality of trip to Russia on the grounds that 
mamfestat10n, we can begin to every individual regardless of 
redefme-recreate-procreate- hi t,11her racial commitments is 
ideas and philosophies and world entitled to hisl her poliu'cal 
sy terns yet untold. ideologies. Sis Angela, however, 
We must build ideals and politics did not let her political cr-n.-
out of our own daily life activities. mitments get in the way of her 
We have to create for the moment struggle for the black people. 
only those things which will last Despite the fact that every black 
for~ver. Thi~ m.eans something people here in the U.S.A. is 
umversal whtch Stmply means - deseparately struggling for power 
of yourself! I feel Bro. Akimsanya they still go to the ballot box on 
that . ~e ~ust have this com- election day to vote Democrat or 
mamhty wtthout que. t10n. From Republican . Nobody questioned 
here we can choose which \\•ay is them , because they are working 
best to take us wherC' we want to hand in hand with the e tablish· 
go. ment. I must confes I am with a 
. Your observation of the fact that person that against the establish-
! ter Angela could have ea ily ment. Life under the establi hment 
slid on into the middle clas like is like life in Hiller 's Concentration 
o~her profe ors is .a valid one. The Camp, because a person's life is 
Sister made a chotce, she refused programmed. The democratic 
the suburb for Soledad, which wa principle as we all might want has 
a cool choice. However, I wonder not been truly favorable to black 
as Angela travel around the world because we still face many types of 
und~r the banne~ of the Com- legislative discrimination. So to 
!'"umst party that ts she as free as condemn ones ideology is like 
Jl may look. Free Angela to me condemning oneself. Many young 
means Free Angela Free! All the blacks today are becoming 
way Free! So my message to those socialist. I wonder what Mr. 
who like your~~lf, . s~e~ that Telemarque will have to say about 
freedom of the sptrtt W1thm1s: that that. 1 do not think the political 
we ba~e all _our methods, i~ea~. id ology of a person matters much 
and .ph10soph1es upon that wh1ch IS as to his- her contribution to the 
mamfested ~fo~e our eyes: Let us struggle at hand. I am disap-
understand that and we w11l know pointed at a black trying to knock 
if An~ela was more positive or the great effort of a true 
negattve to Black people for her revolutionay sister. What more 
trip to Russia. We will know could we ask from her? She put her 
'>ecause our elboses will be crying professional carrier on the line for 
l'lr more of your power and soul the cause of black struggle. I 
B.·o. Sunny. The crying will ac- believe she could have enjoyed 
tually be harmony as we build and living in the middle class strata 
create upon the power .of truth . We like most black professors. It will 
demand no less. We w11l accept no be quite ungrateful to discredit her 
less. Later, whole efforts. Alter aJJ, it was only 
ATATURK the blacks that made contribution 
Dear Telemarque : 
Reading the article of Mr. 
Telemarque that knocked the 
ideological practices of sister 
Angela Davis, I became quite 
confused about the fact in which 
the man is basing his argument. 
The article correlated the Nixon 
trip to China and Angela's trip to 
White Russia. Nixon is a head of 
to her freedom. Why should we 
take all the credit? I realize we 
played an important role, yet. 
She'd played a better one than 
ours . I think what we blacks should 
do now is to get our heads together 
and do more better things than 
knocking one another. So Brother, 
put more power and soul to your 
elbow for the struggle of your race. 
Power to the people. Akinsanya 
Sunny Ajose 
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I Ques~~.~00~0m~.~~i~'~t!~~su.~~tline 
We need a fu sball in the Struthers, Director of Purchasing> 
Commons (very innovative game>. Now out for bid are 
W need a facility to lock up specifications for a full-service 
bike and motorcycles in the food vending program for the 
parking lot. permanent campus. The 
For transit between the train specifications were developed 
station and the new campus, a cooperatively with Student Ser-
mini -train such as runs in vices. f'ourteen food service 
amusement parks could be companies have been invited to 
utilized . It could be winterized, run bid. 
by work-study student , and save Since the new facility has only 
the cost of a bus. (very innovative> one kitchen and one dining area, it 
c-t -27-731 would b impossible to award the 
Answer : cFrom Mel Muchnik, contract to more than one food 
Dir ctor of ommunicationsl operator as you suggest. However, 
Your proposal about bike and there are other v nding areas in 
motorcycles parking and locking the campus that may be split from 
facilities has been forwarded to the major contract and we will 
Bill Wickersham cActing give consideration to that. 
Sup rintendent of Building and Th food contract will include 
Plant Operations >. He say he will the availability of everything from 
check the plans for the Phase 1 snacks to full meal . The contract 
Building to see if such facilities will also re erv-: the right for the 
will be available or if they can be University to pecify soul and 
made available. ethnic foods to be determined 
Your Disneyland mini-train later. The intent is to get student 
ugge lion ha been sent to both input, such as yours, in deter-
Paul Hill , Director of Student mining the available service and 
S rvices <who i charged with the availabl foods. orne sort of 
transportation considerations> and advisory board may be set up to 
to Bill Wickers11am. It sounds like gain thi kind of input and you may 
a great idea if money is available. be intere ted in participating when 
As for Fussball on the Commons, the machinery for the advisory 
I'm afraid you'll have to create Y tern i et up. 
your own fuss for the timebeing. As for the Atmosphere of the 
Question: Sir being. Commons. the dining area looks 
(5-7-73> out through a window with a view 
Question: Sir : 
In view of the fact that many 
students are working or would like 
to work as bartenders it is hereby 
recommended that a course in 
tending bar be established at the 
of the lake which will have foun-
tains. I think you will find that the 
Commons areas in the new campus 
will indeed be improved from our 
current temporary setting and 
promote the kind of student-
faculty-staff interaction that you 
suggest. At least that is the hope. university. 
Respectfully, A copy of this reply and your 
TFBGSU original question has been for-
The Future Bartenders warded to Paul Hill, Director of 
of Governors State Student Services. 
University C4-17-73l 
(5-4-73) 
Answer: (From Mel Muchnik, 
Director of Communications> 
We simply didn't know that so 
many students wanted to work as 
bartenders. When they talked 
about being "mixed" we thought it 
:-elated to their heads, or in-
terdisciplinary approaches, or 
cultural expansion. Now we know 
it means drinks. 
We forwarded your question to 
Paul Hill, Director of tudent 
Services , for whatever con-
sideration he would like to give it. 
Perhaps the nvironmental 
student club. BALANCE. should 
get involved. An intensive eight 
weeks of bartending certainly 
would muke the warehouse more 
fun if you could s till find your way 
to it. 
! 5-7-731 
Question : <From Craig H. 
llullinger, CBPS tudenll 
One of the drab and colorless 
aspect of most univer ities is the 
monotonous and mediocre service 
delivered by the school cafeteria. 
Normally a monopoly is granted to 
one agency which develops an 
efficient mess hall in a plastic 
environment provided by the 
college. The lack of competition 
and the captivity of the college 
consumer give little incentive to 
better service. 
In our continuing effort to be 
innovative it seems that we should 
try a different approach. It is 
proposed that five or six different 
food service operators be engaged 
at the new campus . Ethnic 
diversity should be encouraged 
Cllalian , oul, Indian, Chinese, 
etc . l A mix of service levels should 
also be obtained <vendor, fast food , 
coffee shop, restaurant, etc.> The 
size of the school should ensure 
financial success for the varied 
food services. Hopefully com· 
petition will keep the service at 
high quality. The atmosphere of 
the common area should be much 
improved. It is envisioned that a 
more pleasurable focal point of 
student nd faculty interaction will 
promote community feeling and 
pirit as well as better food ser-
vice. 
(3-30-7.3) 
Question: (5/17/7 3) 
(Unsigned); Please establish a 
bulletin board for book sales and 
exchanges. Publicize same. 
Answer: (5/23/73) - (From 
Mel Muchnik, Director of 
Communications.) 
The Book Store informs us that 
they will shortly be selling used 
books, though not all books 
ordered by coordinators will 
necessarily be available in used 
condition. 
As for a bulletin board for 
book exchanges, on many 
campuses a student organization 
might well undertake such a 
project. We are forwarding your 
suggestion to the Innovator for 
possible publicizing, the Student 
Activities Committee which might 
consider the project, and to the 
Director of Student Services. 
Perhaps, one or more of these 
people can get something going. 
Question: (5/20173)- (William 
L. Whited, CHLD) 
To Whom It May Concern: 
While in complete agreement 
with the aims of those who wish 
to start a day care center, I must 
register a complaint about 
unsupervised children running 
about loose in the Commons like 
wild animals. They destroy 
equipment set aside for the use of 
students and make studying a 
near impossibility. They also 
endanger themselves as they often 
get in the way of students 
attempting to play table tennis. 
The least any reasonable mother 
can do is supervise her children. 
Answer: (5/24/73) - (From 
Mel Muchnik, Director of 
Communications) 
With regard to Day Care, Doug 
Davis in the Office of the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
reports that three groups are 
working on proposals for Day 
Care services. The Vick House on 
the northeast corner of the 
permanent campus has been 
tentatively assigned to serve such 
a function if renovation and 
funding can be achieved. 
As for children running loose in 
the Campus, your comment has 
been noted and will be circulated 
to various units of the 
Innovator Staff, 
I would like to know where the 
money goes for graduation fee 
and how is is spent? 
It doesn't make sense for black 
or white people here at G.S.U. to 
pay these fees and I do not see a 
damn thing for them. 
From Kublai K.M. Toure 
Co-Chairman of U.A.P. 
Dr. Bailey, Director of 
Admissions and Records , 
Chairman of the Graduation 
Commencement Activities was 
asked this question and repHed 
with the following: 
The $10.00 undergraduate and 
$15.00 graduate graduation fee 
was determined by the Board of 
Governors, rather than a G.S.U. 
decision. This fee is the same for 
all five state institutions under the 
Board of Governors. 
This fee is a requirement for 
graduation. No diploma is given 
to a student who has not paid his 
fee. All monies collected in these 
fees become state funds and then 
placed in a general revenue fund 
in Springfield. These fees are not 
spent locally . The 
Commencement is paid for with 
State appropriations. The formal 
commencement costs $3500 to 
cover technical costs including 
rental of chairs, flowers, 
decorations, cleaning, piano 
tuning and such. Certain itemized 
. costs are as follows: 
Diploma - $1.00 
Diploma cover - $5.50 
Cap and Gown - $8.00 masters; 
$4.25 bachelor's 
Announcements- $1.00/per 4 
GSUEnters 
Computor 
Center 
Governors State University will 
share a cooperative computer 
center at Elmhurst College. 
Elmhurst has entered into a 
four-year lea e agreement with the 
Illinois Board of Governors of 
tate Colleges and Universities to 
house a cooperative computer 
center on the Elmhurst campus. 
The 1,000- quare-foot center will 
be on the lower level of Memorial 
ha ll , and i expected to be 
op rational by July 1 of this year. 
The director of Governor State 
nivers ity management in-
formation system , Joseph E . 
Butler. said : 
" Obviou ly , we cannot afford a 
computer of our own, o we drew 
upon the resources of a co-
operative computer center sup-
ported by the three Chicago-based 
univer ities ( hicago State 
ni vcrsily , Governors State 
Univer ity,. Northeastern Ulinois 
University> under the Board of 
Governors of State Colleges and 
"To train students in the use of 
the computer, we offer learning 
modules in APL programming. We 
also have computer-assisted-
instruction <CAll offerings which a 
tudenl can pick up in the library. 
"At GSU, student's transcripts 
contain far more than alphabetical 
or numerical grades. The tran-
cript of a tudent 's performance 
i a comprehensive document 
detailing the degree to which the 
tudent has achieved the stated 
objectives of his ' learning 
ll1 0011! f'S .' 
THE MUSIC 
STORE 
22353 
Governors Hwy. 
Richton Park, Ill. 
See us first for your 
musical graduation gifu. 
748-0555 
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Our Sister Sangamon -State Has Day Care. 
May 21 - Three-and-four year 
olds attending Sangamon State 
University? No. they're not "whiz 
kid , " but simply youngsters 
romping at Sangamon State 
University's Day Care Center 
while their parents attend classes 
or work at the university. 
TheSSU Day Care Center, which 
is located next to the Main Cam-
pus, operates under the auspices of 
' Child and Family Services. To be 
eligible for attendance, a child 
must be 24 months of age by the 
first day of the quarter during 
which he is to be enrolled and a 
maximum of 72 months. Priorities 
are given to the children of 
angamon State University 
tudent and to the children of 
Sangamon tate faculty and staff. 
Beck\ 0 borne, SU student 
from Peon a and coordinator of the 
Day Care program, str ses that 
the children's educational ex-
periences at the Day Care Center 
arc "not structured or academic at 
all. There's a lot of free play." 
Every morning, according to 
Becky, there are at least three 
different activities going on at the 
same time. "Mornings are our 
busiest times. Ther 'are always a 
lot of things going on since we let 
the children choose what they want 
to do." 
At the Center the children learn 
informally through outdoor ac-
tivities, arts and 'crafts, singing, 
story reading and other creative 
experiences. Parties of major 
holidays are also part of the 
Center's program. A large helf 
near the entrance of th Center 
holds books, hamsters, gerbil , 
mice, fish, nails and all kinds of 
plants. 
Becky Osborne says that the 
staff at the Center is now very 
much involved in "planting a big 
garden in the back of the building. 
The kids have already planted 
seedlings and they're ready to go 
into the ground right after the 
danger of frost is over. This spring 
and summer, we plan to spend 
most of our time outdoors with the 
children." 
Sharon Lombari, SSU student 
from Quincy and director of th 
C nter, is currenUy helping to 
develop a comprehensive plan with 
the university which will deter-
min the Day Care Center's future 
mcthodG of operation . haron 
taught emotionally disturbed and 
educationally handicapp d 
children for four years in 
California before she came to SU. 
"I like everything that we do with 
the childr n here, especiali.Y the 
outdoor activities. I really like 
working with kids so much." 
Paulette Coplen, SSU student 
from Chicago and Day Care Center 
assi tant, also enjoys her work 
very much. "I like kids and I love 
any kind of work that involves 
people. I have a lot of freedom to 
move around here. It's a wonderful 
job." 
Tom Egan, SSU student from 
Springfield and Day Care Center 
assistant, feels that "the kids are 
really great. I love my work. We're 
planting potatoe in the garden 
now and this week-end we'll be 
planting tomatoes. I al o enjoy 
takmg the children on little field 
trips to the creek." Egan thinks 
that par nt should become more 
involved in the program and ''we 
need more ludent volunteer 
work rs, too." 
••••••• Student Services ••••••• 
(.'Ol . "iELI;\;G ERVI E 
Coun ellng services are 
avail. hie to students and staff 
from tramcd coun elors in the 
Stud(•nt rvices. Students ex-
peril n ·in personal, social or 
adju tm 1 l problems are en-
couraged 1 consult with coun-
selor . Fr 1kie Barnes and Ken 
Wieg, or the Director of Student 
erv• lS, >aul G. Hill. General 
guidance 1d career development 
coun. cling 1re specialities of the 
tud 1t ,· 1 vice unit. Conferences 
may 1cduled by calling or 
visit Student Services. 
*** 
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sen 1 h the improvement of 
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J cot Dental Assistant in 
the ud Ill Services, att nd d a 
Spc al Education Convention at 
the Elwyn Institute, l\1edia, 
Per yh nn ia. Ms. Scott was 
par' ularly impressed w1th the 
pr s · tatwn on the subj ~ct of 
Devt )pmental Disabilities The 
major ide s from the conference 
were brought back to GSU by Judy 
coli and shared with her 
colleagues. Ms. Scott was par-
ticularly interested in area 
related to dental ervices with 
emphasis on initiating dental 
programs. As th coordinator of 
dental services, Ms. Scott plans to 
utilize the additional insight, 
training. and rc sources for the 
benefit of GSU ~L!Jdents. 
P rson · intere~tcd in a program 
designed to prevent dental di ea ·e 
should contact Judy Scott about a 
program available to GSU citizens 
from the Univer ily of Illinois 
College of Denti try . This program 
will exi t during three academic 
quarters and is scheduled for 
Wednesday mornings between the 
hours of 9 a.m. and 12 noon. A very 
minimal charge of $3 is made for 
each person. This charge includes 
a health care kit. The program is 
available to all G U citizens and 
their families. For further in-
formation, contact Judy Scott. 
The Student Services announces 
that the Health Education Project 
for June will be the econd annual 
blood replacement program 
spon ored by the Beverly Blood 
Center. The program will be held 
on June 5, 1973 from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. in room 244. Orange juice, 
coffee and donuts will be served 
qfter the drawing. 
For further information, contact 
Barbara O'Donnell or Roberta 
Tholen in the Student Services 
Health Center. 
There is an urgent request from 
Sandra Crawley for sewing 
a sistance for a GSU June dance 
production. Volunteers are needed 
to help sew costumes. If you can 
assist, contact Sandra Crawley at 
53 2259j or leave a message in 
the Student ervices. 
It is anticipated that early in the 
month of June, 1973, the Director of 
Student Services will establish a 
Health Services Advisory Council 
which will make suggestions for 
health services and activities, and 
assist with short-term and long-
range plans for hea1th services to 
tudenls. Any students who wish to 
be considered for appointment to 
this body should contact the 
Director of Student Services and 
expr ss their interest. 
The proposed membership of 
this council will include the 
Director of Student Services, the 
Health Services staff, students, 
faculty, and community 
representatives, including one 
physician and one attorney. 
Although Governors tate 
University is intended to serve as a 
commuter institution, the Student 
erviccs assists students and staff 
member with informational 
hou ing as i lance. 
The Student Services maintains 
a current list of students interested 
in acqui1·ing housing or finding a 
rooinmate to share an apartment. 
The , tu k nt crvic s also !ur-
n• ·hf'. addre se. <!nd telephone 
numbers of the rental offices of the 
n ·. rpst apartment complexes as 
"!' · as the names of private in-
dwiduals who may wish to rent 
rooms or apartments to students. 
The University cannot a sume 
rt'Sponsibility for tudent housing, 
but every effort will be made to 
help students find quarters. 
Vets Bulletin Board 
VETERANS CLUB 
MEMBERS- Keep 111atching 
the posters for the nex ·~ 
meeting everyone is 
invited. 
Students studying under the Gl 
Bill who have academic problems 
may now get V A-financed 
tutoring more easily under 
legislation enacted in October. 
The new law removes the 
requirement that a student must 
be failing a course before he 
becomes eligible for a V A-paid 
tutor. The law also provides 
tutoring for wives widows and 
children studying under the 
agency's Dependents' Educational 
Assistance program. 
****** 
Chess Club 
BY BILL WIIITED 
The Governors State University 
Chess Club announces that a series 
of prizes will be awarded to GSU 
students for the best drawing, 
painting, or etchings relating to a 
chess theme. The prizes will be 
awarded in four categories; 
drawing, painting, etching, or 
mixed media. Four prizes will be 
offered. one in each of the different 
areas, and each prize will be forty 
dollars . All works should be 
completed by June 25, and sub-
mitted to the GSU Chess Club. 
... \ .. 
June, 1973 
I . News Briefs ] 
The G.S,U. Jazz ensemble will 
perform June 11 at 9 p.m. at the 
Park Forest Plaza.The String 
ensemble premiered at lhe Jazz 
concert Wednesday, May 16. The 
new group of violin, viola, cello and 
bass players performed with 
member of the Jazz ensemble 
cwho as we all know are a very 
succe ful group>. 
Wardell Hargrove's memo to 
Douglas Davis concernjng 
guidelines for out-of-state travel 
stated, "To my knowledge, there 
have been no personal trips funded 
by the Student Advisory Com-
mittee." What he failed to mention 
was his knowledge of the motion 
passed illegally that funded the 
Frisco trip. The Innovator invites 
the student body to resJ?Ond to this 
issue, Please let us hear from you. 
*** 
Dr. Robert L. Bailey·and Robert 
P . Hauwiller were session 
chairmen at • the American 
Association of Collegiate 
Regi$trars and Admissions of-
ficers annual meeting. Dr. Bailey 
was chairman for "Evaluation of 
Non-Tradi tiona! Grading Pat-
terns" and Hauwiller was chair-
man for "Organizational Struc-
tures and perational Relation-
ships Between the Administration 
Data PRocessing Office and the 
Office of Admi sion and Records." 
Tuesday, June 5, blood may be 
donated at G .. U. from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. in room 244. The Beverly 
Blood center ·will be working in 
conjunction with the university 
health . s rvice. Additional in-
formation or appointments can be 
obtained from Health Services in 
the Student ervices corner or at 
ext. 290. 
The ational A ociation for 
Financ1al t\ssistance to Minority 
tudent will hold a workshop for 
new financial aid administrators 
on June 3 thru 5 at the Chicago 
Midland Hotel. This work hop is 
being co-ordinated with the 
ational Association of Student 
Financial Aids Administrators and 
the U.S. ffice of Education. 
G.S. U. professor William P . 
McLemore !H.L.D.-U.T.E.l has 
written "The Councilors", a case 
tudy method of teaching Black 
Americans' history to be printed in 
the official publications of the 
lllinoi Council for the Social 
Studies. He has noted, "Cases are 
a form of useful material in sup-
plem nting the inadequacies of the 
survey type textbook generally 
u ed in teaching U. . and Black 
Americans' history. 
*** 
A lecture and seminar entitled, 
"What E P Can Do For You," by 
Henry E. Rucker, will be held May 
25,26 and 27 - 8:00 p.m. on Friday 
May 25 and the fee is $5.00. The 
lay 26 and 2:1 eminar fee is $30. 
Both will meet at 6 West Ontario, 
all sponsored by Oa is, Midwest 
Center for Human Potential. 
Governors State University and 
the College of Cultural Studies 
Community Council will sponsor 
a fiesta June 3, 1973 from 3 to 6 
p.m. in the American Legion Hall 
at Joe Orr Road and Halsted 
Street. Food donations are 
requested. For further 
information do call Ms. Becky 
Keller or Ms. Judy Pilarski at 
563·2211 Ext. 284. Plan to 
attend. 
Groovy movies. ... a list of new 
films, slides and film strips 
released by I.C.C. include such 
biggies as: MISS GOODALL AND 
THE WILD CHIMPANZEES, 
GRIZZLY; AND KANGAROO. A 
complete list can be obtained 
from I.C.C. 
***** 
A survey will be done in HLD 
under Human Services on the 
evaluation of Advisors by 
students. It will be in the mail 
boxes by June 1st and last 
through June 15th. The survey is 
important be sure to fill it out and 
leave it in the Assistant Student 
Dean's office (Maxwell Bennett). 
TO: GSU Faculty 
FROM: Kitty Frankel, Bookstore 
Manager 
DATE: 5-29-73 
Due to the Bookstore's year end 
inventory, the textboo~ for the 
July-August Session will not b~ 
made available for sale until 
Monday, June 25, 1973. 
Thank you, 
An introduction to the philosophy 
and methods of sensitivity 
training, basic encouter, and 
expansion of human potential will 
be offered at Governors State 
University. 
Free to the public, the "Sunday 
Evening Drop-In" will be June 3 
from 6:30 to 10 p.m. in the com-
mons of the mini-campus. 
The humanistic event for per-
sonal and interpersonal growth is 
to promote more harmonius and 
productive human relations bet-
ween the races, sexes, adults, and 
youth, university and community, 
faculty and students, people. 
Self-awareness in encounter, 
sen ory awareness, self-disclosure 
in a small group, and body 
relaxation will be covered. 
Anyone may participate by 
attending dressed casually and 
prepared for a variety of ex· 
pericnces. Those attending should 
come at the start to fully par-
ticipate in the evening's essions. 
Other "Drop-Ins" will be July 8 
and August 5. 
The experiences are designed 
and conducted by Dr. David 
Cri pin and Dr. Tulsi B. Sara! with 
their students-in-training in the 
College of Human Learning and 
D velopment. • 
u .:s .u. s llrst maJor dance 
production will be held Friday and 
aturday, Junes and 9, at8 p.m. in 
the commons. Auditions were in 
various styles of dance, including 
ballet, modern jazz, tap, ' ethnic, 
and rock. Female and male 
dane rs of all ages will perform. 
* * * Dr. Roy T. Cogdell will succeed 
Dr. William K. Katz, Dean of 
CHLD. as of July 1. Dr. Cogdell has 
developed and directed com-
munity related programs, advised 
student volunteers in community 
services, and served as lia on 
between Georgetown University 
and community agencies in the 
urrounding area. The Cogdells 
hav~ three children. 
The NatiOnal League for Nursing 
has selected G.S.U. among 32 pilot 
project observS~tion sites for a 
study on open curriculum op-
portunities in nursing education, 
1 ne secona graaua uon com-
mencement at G.S.U. will be 
Sunday, June24, at the University. 
Co-chairmen of the event are Dr. 
Robert L. Bailey and Robert P. 
Hauwiller. Ronald D. Miller, a 
graduate in BPS is the student 
member of this committee. The 
decision to hold a graduation 
commencement ceremony 
resulted from a questionaire sent 
out to the students. 
GSU's International Press ...... 
Newspapers from Nigeria, 
India, and China can now be 
found on the east wall of the LRC 
(Learning Resource Center). 
Purchased at the request of the 
International Students 
Association of GSU is: 
DINAMANI from Madras, India, 
in Tamil; RENMIN RffiAO from 
Peking, in Chinese; NIGERIAN 
DAILY TIMES from Nigeria, in 
English; and UNITED DAILY 
NEWS from Taiwan, in Chinese. 
Expected arrivals include: 
SIASATH DAILY from 
Hyderabad, India, in Urdu; and 
the STATESMAN from Calcutta, 
in English. 
***** President Engbretson i in the 
ho pital for observation and a 
ch ckup for a tew aays. 
The stafC of the Innovator extPnd 
our wishes to the president for a 
Speedy Recovery. 
June.197~--------------------------------------~T~H~E~I~N~N~O~V~A~T~O~R~-------------------------------------------~h~~~1~1 
CEAS News EAS Expedition Into The Unkown 
PJIA E 1 BUILDING: 
1. PHASE I BUILDING: Vice-
President Smith has reported that 
our part of the building is projected 
to be completed 22 Oct (1st Floor) 
and 26 Oct (2nd Floor). The 
projected moving dateCs l is- are 
not yet determined. Advice ; don't 
start packing yet. 
ENVIRONMENT DESIGN 
RE EAR II AND PLAN lNG: 
5. ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
RESEARCH AND PLANNING: 
Ed Miller and Paul Leinberger 
traveled to Blacksburg, Va. 
CVPl&SU> along with three 
students in the Environmental 
Planning Orientation in order to 
attend and take part in the 4th 
International Conference of the 
Environmental Design Research 
Association . Attended by ar-
chitects, planners, psychologists, 
sociologists, and design resear-
chers from all over the world, the 
Conference brought together the 
world's foremost experts in the 
field of man-environment 
relations. The goal of the Con-
ference was to "further the un-
derstanding of man-environment 
interaction and to devise 
methodologie for the analysis and 
synthesis of the man-constructed 
environment, as well as for the 
management of resources and 
influences governing human and 
environmental systems." 
Although that ambitious goal was 
far from realized, the Conference 
was a highly stimulating and 
highly rewarding experience. 
PARK FOREST Til GRANT: 
6. PARK FOREST SOUTH 
GRANT: Dan Casagrande has 
received a telegram from HUD 
indicating that proposals he 
submitted for water resources 
development for the Village of 
Park Forest South have been 
funded to the tune of 1.4 million 
dollars. 
STl'OF., 'T S I TANT : 
7. STUDENT ASSISTANTS: 
There are several jobs available 
immediately in EAS for Work-
Study students, and a few that 
could be paid out of other funds. 
Encourage students in your 
Learning Modules to contact Bob 
Kloss or Bob Jensen if they are 
interested. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
PROJECT: 
8. ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION PROJECT: A 
proposal for planning for growth in 
the South Suburbs of Chicago is 
being drafted for discussion and 
refinement at Workshop Five, 
'Evaluation of Planning Processes 
in the South Suburbs.' The final 
document will be sent to aU local 
governments for whatever use 
they care to make of it. 
ELEMENTARY JIEALTH 
EDUCATION: 
9. ELEMENTARY HEALTH 
EDUCATION: A fourth- grade 
teacher has revealed the following 
remedies resulting from a first-
aid quiz: 
FOR HEAD OLDS 
-·use an gonzier to pray the nose 
until it drops in the throat." 
FOR 0 EBLEED 
- 'Put the nose lower than the 
body.' 
FOR NAKE BITE 
-"Bleed the sound and wrap the 
victim in a blanket for shock." 
FOR FRACTURES 
-'To see if a limb is broken. 
wiggle it gently back and forth.' 
FOR ASPHYXIATION 
-'Apply artificial respiration until 
the victim's dead.' 
FOR FAINTING 
-'Rub the person's chest, or if 
it is a lady, rub her arm above the 
hand.' 
All of which proves you shouldn't 
have accidents around fourth-
graders! 
JOB OPE I 'GS: 
10. JOB OPENINGS: (a) We 
have been informed of two full-
time permanent job openings for a 
director and assistant director of 
the Ecology Center at Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. The pay i $400 per 
month for each poslllon. If you can 
think of anyone who may be in-
terested in applying for these 
positions have them see Julie 
Taylor. the cooped assistant. <b> 
Wilson Laboratories i looking for 
a person to work 2nd or 3rd shift in 
control room for three weeks. See 
Russ Hollister for details. 
EAS Supports Preservation 
See Pictures on Page 5 
for the delicate instruments used. 
G U Students from the College 
of Environmental and Applied 
Sciences, Balance and friends, 
participated in the second annual 
Big Pine Creek Appreciation Day. 
in Warren County, Indian&, 
Saturday, May 12. 
Not unlike EAS and Balancer's 
bid to preserve the ztuba parcel in 
its natural state, Conservationists 
in Warren County are opposed to 
any furth r appropriations for a 
reservoir on Big Pine Creek, and 
instead support alternative which 
would pre erve the natural 
character of the area. They point 
out that the project would destroy 
15 mile of some of the finest free 
flowing water in the stale. 
Having been made aware of the 
proposed damning of Big Pine 
Creek in the Waba h Valley of 
Indiana , the environmental 
student group at GSU, Balance, 
urveyed the project area of 
flooding on the 12th and 13th of 
May. In letters sent to ongr , 
Herman Sievering of Balance, 
mad the finding of the group 
known: "Our perception of the 
present recreational and 
ecological u e and potential use far 
outweighs projected potential use 
by the Corps of Engineers. We 
therefore request that no further 
public works funds for the Big Pine 
Reservoir project be ap-
propriated." 
FOR THE GROUP FROM GSU, 
Appreciation Day was also a op-
portunity to experience the won-
derful collection of unspoiled 
natural resources. There was the 
exhilarating feeling of pitching 
tent at midnight, in the rain - we 
had a helluva time getlin' the big 
tent up! Of finally sackin' out, wet 
and exhausted. Then rising early 
the next morning to prepare for the 
canoe trip down Big Pine Creek. 
And to the chagrin of the inex-
perienced canoeman, canoing can 
really be a trip - just about 
ev ryone ended-up gellin' soaked 
to th bone. 
Last bul not lea t, there was the 
camp fire and songs, a feeling of 
togcth rncss and peace of mind 
(for a hang l and l won't bother 
to ay what els ! unday mornin' 
came unexpectedly, and it was 
time to pull up takes and head for 
suburbia and those GSU blues. 
News Digest 
The purpo e of the cruise was to 
determine sediment movement on 
lhe sea floor off Diamond Shoal, 
which is located approximately 
eight miles east of Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina. 
There were three phases to the 
six-day cruise concerning different 
aspects of study. The first phase 
was the use of side scan sonar and 
seismographic readings to 
determine the surface and sub-
bottom structure of the sea floor. 
The second phase of the cruise 
consisted of underwater 
photography of the area, 
necessary to add to our un-
der tanding of the sand wave 
transport system. Th third phase 
con isted of dredging the sea floor 
bottom to determine the size and 
characteristics of mineral par-
ticles and life forms, and r lating 
them to the structure and 
movement of sand waves. 
Dr. Peter Fenner Tim Early, 
Lyle Smith, and Mike Long will be 
working with these dredge sam-
ples in the EAS Jab to try and 
determine the makeup and <>rigin 
of the samples. 
The return trip consisted of two 
geological field trips with faculty 
of the University of North Carolina 
and of Eastern Tennessee State 
University, and a general ob-
servation of the geological makeup 
of the Appalachian and Smoky 
Mountains of North Carolina, 
Tennessee, and Kentucky. 
By-Lyle Smith, 
College of EAS, 
Kankakee, Ill. 
Mike Long, 
College of EAS, 
Manteno, Ill. 
Tim EarJy, 
College of EAS. 
Lansing, Ill. 
Four members of the College of 
Environmental and Applied 
Sciences at GSU participated in an 
oceanographic research cruise 
that left from Beaufort, North 
Carolina, on May 19 and returned 
there May 26. The cruise was a 
joint venture with other scientific 
organizations consisting of four 
members from Old Dominion 
University, Norfolk, Virginia, 
three members from Westinghouse 
Ocean Research L.t.boratories, and 
three members from Atlantic 
Oceanographic and Meteorological 
Laboratories of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency. 
The research vessel Eastward, 
supported by National Science 
Foundation monie , was staffed 
by Duke University's Marine 
Geology and Geophysics 
Laboratory personnel; grant 
support also made available the 
el""tronics technicians required 
Jazz, ballet, modern, and Afro 
Lyles will feature Governors State 
University's first major dance 1-------------- --- - - --- - ---------------
production, "A Dance Concert." performance original works for her professional writing in Pictures by master 
ponsored by the College of "Etude Fanta y" and "Homage to competition with two other photographers will be on exhibit at 
Cultural Studies, the program will Jazz." educational in titutions. Governors State University. 
be pre ented as a community Community professor of dance Jacqueline Delaney, 10829 s. Free to the public, the exhibit of 
service with no admission fee Betty Brown will pre ent various Maplewood, Chicago was honored what i termed one of the m t 
Friday and Saturday, June 8 and 9, student compositions. for "Parent and Subsidiary Ac- outstanding photo collections will 
at 8 p.m . in the student commons Ms. Sims aid: counting: An Overview'' by the be Monday, June 4, from 7 to 10 
at the mini-campus. With seating "This is a unique concept of National Association of Ac- p.m . 
limited, however, reservations can dance, since we will be using countants' Fox River Valley Arnie Gilbert, owner of the 
be made by telephoning 563-2211, community dancers of all ages in a chapter. exhibit, will give a gallery talk as 
exts. 310 or 311, Monday through university level production . Aurora College and Northern people view the exhibit. 
Friday. '' Incorporating all styles of Ulinois University were also in the 
Some 17 university and non- dance, this production will be competition. 
university dancers representing filling a community need by giving Dr. Roscoe D. Perritt, university 
Chicago, Indiana, and suburban talented dancers the opportunity to professor of business ad-
area were selected through exhibit their training and ministration in the College of 
auditions. creativity. Business and Public Service at 
Community professor of dance A woman graduate student in GSU, entered the paper to 
Kathleen Sims choreographed business at Governors State stimulate intere t in writing for 
tspecially for their premiere University has received an award professional association. 
ADVERTISING 
PAYS 
.-
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[Poetry Cornerj 
A PLACE TO START 
BY BETTY LEWIS 
Oh Lord ju t let me sll'ep a 
while 
I feel I am a lonely child. 
And wh n the sun begin to 
hine 
I'll wake up and join mankind. 
Oh Lord the world i grey and 
bleak 
No one will mind if I just sle p 
Until the light shines not 
through my heart 
And I have found a place to 
start. 
Oh Lord give me a little trust 
Life's more than waiting to 
turn to dust. 
A little love and hope to spare 
That I may believe the world 
does care. 
Have you ever watched a little 
bug, Lord? 
The big bugs always eat him up. 
Just like with humans, some 
never fill thPir cup. 
Some cups run over, you know 
what I mean 
Some live fat, some Jive lean. 
I am okay Lord, I've had my 
share of blessings 
What bothers me is my brothers 
that you are testing. 
Life isn't kind, maybE" someday 
I'll know why 
I gotta go now Lord- bye. 
GITTEN' HIPPER 
Changes, Changes, thangs is 
changing up 
moving from I to We, is gitten 
hipper 
House niggers and field niggers 
now trying to be one 
callin each other brother and 
ister 
in the streets or Babylon 
Negroes are gitten hipper every 
day 
they done found out unity and 
understanding 
is the only way 
Gotta change self and vibrate 
black love 
in place of white hate 
Changes, Changes, so many 
changes 
faces of black and brown 
changing, changing, pulling 
white hate walls down 
Negro Women in short cut 
dresses 
slick headed dudes in pointed 
toe shoes, 
little neglected black babies 
learning the blues 
Changes, changes, must now 
change up 
pull your dress down woman, I 
can see your ass 
my mind is on revolution 
gonna give your tbang a pass 
Take tbat slippery shit out yo' 
hair and out yo' brain 
brother 
check out yo' mind nigger 
straight hair ain't our tbang 
Years of grinning black faces 
living in rat and roach 
infested places 
little black boys and girls snot 
sliking down their faces 
the nigger father image 
bard dick, head slick, lost mind 
finding momentary solution 
in dope and wine 
not digging on his part in world 
revolution 
Some are taught that black men 
are brothers 
some are taught to hate each 
other 
no doubt in my mind who 
started the lie 
that make brother rip off 
brotfler 
and not really •Jnderstand why 
Changes, changes, thaogs is 
changing up 
moving from I to We is gitten 
hipper 
ROBERT A. BLUE 
SUPPRESSED ARE WE 
BY LEOLA SCHEARD 
Allow us to climb the mountain 
we desire. 
No longer can we deny the hurt 
that we endure. 
For now the shadow of death 
produces no fear. 
Suppressed are we on the 
journey home. 
But where is home? 
The young survive in a changing 
time. 
My dear ones will not accept 
apathy. 
The burden is too heavy to 
reach the top. 
Suppressed are we, but climb 
we must. 
SONG TO THE UNIVERSE 
BY JIM O'HALLORAN 
The stars are in the heavens 
The gods are in their graves 
Its up to you and m 
To set each other free 
To let it be. 
Give health to the sick 
Give bread to the poor 
Give peace to the planets 
Give life to the dead 
Heaven i.s in your bead. 
TUESDAY MORNING 
BY JIM O'HALLORAN 
Sleepy shutters blinked OPf''l 
I shook off misty webs of slePp 
That some spirit loomed last 
night. 
I saw those blue lights 
That held me prisoner last 
night. 
Crimson gossamers spinning 
nets 
Aero s the Milky Way 
Told of lone night vigils. 
Cautious not to lose the bud 
That blossomed into loving 
smile, 
I moved to her side. 
Kisses wet two thirsty plants 
And promised more than 
Spring. 
We knitted our bodies into a 
lace 
And jets of blood raced 
through our heart, 
Fountained down the piping 
paths, 
Were hoarded in a treasure 
cave. 
Enraptured souls yearning, 
Desired to loose the flesh tbat 
bars, 
That jails, 
That hinders a celestial ascent: 
A dance from end to cloudy 
end, 
That makes the universe a 
playlot. 
Round and round the heavenly 
grounds, • 
Our souls danced to the music 
of the spheres, 
A madrigal to human ears. 
The last chords still quivering 
Through the wires or my being, 
As I lay thinking, 
On early Tuesday morning. 
The Chicago Heights Scholarship 
Foundation Annual Dinner Dance 
Sat. June 16, 1973·Holiday Inn. 
Contact Leola Scheard, The 
Innovator or (312) 757·7092 
THE INNOVATOR June,1973 
The New 
Yappers 
RY FlO ELl .\, J,\TOK\\ U 
It all happ ned at th 1973 An-
nual Confer •nee of th Associalion 
of Illinois Students Governments in 
Springfi ld, lllinois. April 27-28. 
To encourage minority business to compete for university purchases, 
Governors State University held discussions with 53 firms at !he 
Chicago Business Opportunity fair at the Conrac! Hilton hotel. GSU 
anticipates about $20,000 of purchases from minority suppliers in 
1973, compared with $17,000 last calendar year. Left to right, Ray 
Roth, purchasing agent of Northeastern Illinois Universiw; Mrs. Charles 
W. Petty of Petty's Exterminating company; Tim Arr, purchasing 
assistant at Governors State University, and Jean Moore of Cook 
County C.,llection agency. 
What could it mean when w say. 
somebody •- as glib a liar a. a 
politician? ould it mean one or all 
of the following; <a 1 That a 
politician is a technician of a 
special kind? CbJ That h is a 
sophisticated con-man? . <cl n 
eloquent, mart SfX'l'Ch maker? 
!dl An ever smiling talker? !eJ A 
n v r-to-be embarra sed 
person? ( f> A manipulator-
persuader? Or. Cgl A never giving 
up person who is almost always 
conscious of Lhe nature and needs 
or hi audience and quickly tune 
m·? Perhaps yes. Perhaps no. 
But what can we say of student 
government leadership of the 
sevenites? Could we call them 
students spokesmen? r, boarding 
politicians who by their contact 
with ·politicians' gradually begin 
to develop tho e competencies 
described above? Living 
By PAUL BISGAARD 
Today I have several interesting 
things to pass on to you. The first 
is about fr e baths in Chicago. 
Tht're used to be 50 free public 
bathhouses 60 years ago but now 
only one remains at 19 South 
Peoria Streel. Its name is the 
WaliPr Bathhouse and is used by 
the residents of Skid Row up in 
Chicago. The Chicago Park 
District is selling two other 
bathhouses which were closed 
down at the beginning of this 
year. They are: the Medill 
Bathhouse located at 2138 West 
Grand Ave. and the Pilson Park 
Bathhouse at 1849 South Throop 
Street. So if you want your very 
own bathhouse, now•s your 
cha.1ce. 
With the growing number of 
Chicagoans installing showers and 
bathtubs in their homes the 
dwindling attendance at the 
bathhouses made it uneconomical 
to continue to keep them open. 
Marshall Weil, a Park Di trict 
spokesman said, "bathhouses are a 
part of Chicago's heritage!' So if 
you want to keep your city's 
heritage alive, participate?? It's 
free. Whenever I go traveling I can 
usually find a free shower in a 
college town, I just stop in the 
fieldhouse or wherever the 
showers for physical education 
classes are and use the facilities. 
All I need to bring is a towel and a 
washcloth, maybe soap although 
there are usually dispensers in the 
wall, and I make sure that it's not 
too early or too late in the day 
and usually between quarter after 
the hour and quarter before the 
hour so a<; to avoid any classes in 
the showers. 
If you've been boycotting meat 
and wondering where you're going 
to get your protein, here it Is. For 
the past month I have been eating 
soybeans and sprouted lentils 
along with other foods. The way I 
prepare my soybeans is this: I boil 
a pan of water and then add a 
couple handfuls of soybeans, 
depending on how big the pan or 
pot is. I then let it simmer for 
about a half hour or until the 
soybeans have a slight crunchy 
consistency to them. I like them 
bot or cold and as I am writing 
this 1 am eating some out of a 
bowl sitting next to me. Sprouting 
lentils is easy to do. Take a towel 
and run it under some wann 
water. Wring out the excess water 
but leave it very damp. Sprinkle 
some lentils on the towel, fold the 
towel in half, sprinkle some warm 
water on the towt>l and repeat the 
process for several more folds 
depending on how large the towel 
is. When the towel is about 8" x 
10" carefully roll it up lengthwise, 
place it in a clear plastic bag and 
set it in a dark place such as a 
little used drawer or cupboard. 
After about a week, depending 
upon thP lentils and the 
conditions used, they should b 
ready to eat. Do th same thing 
with alfalfa and use the sprouts on 
your eggs. 
This is for all of you that use 
the microwave oven in the 
Commons area, be careful! Do not 
look into the oven to see how 
whatever you put in there is 
doing!! There is a radiation 
leakage from all microwave ovens 
according to tests by the magazine 
Consumer Reports put out by the 
Consumers Union. The greatest 
area of leakage is from the door 
which is usually made of glass. 
The radar waves, which heat the 
food although they themselves are 
not hot, are reflected by metals 
but pass right through glass and 
paper. So to be safe, never look 
into the oven when it is on, stand 
away from the front where the 
glass is, and make sure that 
nothing is caught in the door 
when you close it. 
I'll leave you with something to 
really think about. I read a 
cartoon the other day in which an 
aide to the Presid nt was reading a 
report to him and this is what the 
aide said, "The fireside chat on 
the energy crisis is out. U 
everyone turned up his furnace 
and switched his TV set on at the 
same time, it would short circuit 
the nation." Think about 
it ... think about the Sztuba 
Parcel's fate also, will there really 
be an amphitheater built there or 
is it just a figment of someones 
demented anti-ecological brain. Is 
money and ego and have rather 
than have not or whatever really 
that important?? You know, I 
know this guy that has been 
working on breeding a termite 
that eats concrete, I think I might 
pay him a visit or two and see 
how he's doing along with some 
other ecoguerillas. Tum on that 
fan because here it comes. 
'ertainly, all of the above~ ·ould 
serve to describe the charac-
teristic of the different student 
government leaders in their ever 
unclear. hard to delineate roles 
once they are elected. Though, I 
cannot quite present a cl ar pic-
ture of most of its tructure, I have 
a feeling, unavoidably so, that 
student government structure 
isn't quite different from the 
larger U.S. Con ress. You have 
li utenants. You have colon Is. 
You al o have the intern and Lhe 
blind followers. The lieutenants 
and the colonel have exp ri need 
Congress and Senate debates. 
From this group, a clever 
politician picks his campus 
rcpre entatives Having be n 
coopted by the politicians, campus 
r p. become readtly ac('essiblc lo 
whims of the politician, no matter 
how ·hort the notice. As for the 
interns. they are the newly elected. 
After periods of internship, during 
which, of cour e. they seem 
competent and aware. more or 
less, of the problem , they switch 
role . In this new capacity. they no 
longer serve as student group reps 
but as clergym n-worshipping 
god and mammoth at the same 
time. Rather infrequently, they 
pollyanni hly pay homage to 
students, placating them with the 
1dea that 'big brothers' were soon 
toaccommodat their demands for 
power. \ e need not ask about the 
roles of blind followers. The 
tudent answer is at our fingertips. 
Blind followers are the largE'S! 
subscribers to the journals. The 
lieutenant , the colonels, and th 
intern are the beneficiarie , and , 
as we have aid above are not 
unfamiliar with Caucus Room 
manners-- Martinis and 
Whiskey. 
Track Club 
Forming 
All female or male GSU 
students interested joining a 
TRACK CLUB (which of course 
does not mean you have to run) 
please conta.ct Maxwell Bennett, 
Student Ass't Dean in HLD by 
phone or by stopping off at his 
office in HLD. (A Iotta hip thangs 
is being planned). 
• E.S.P .--4-nn ~ fio,•odcoped 
PALM READER t:.; ADVI ()R 
ADVICE GIVEN ON ALL PROBLEMS OF 
LIFE, LOVE, BUSINESS, HEALTH 
MARRIAGE, Etc. 
"Don't fail to see this gifted Lady"-Speaks Foreign Languages 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEI<.:K 9 · 9 
106 E. 14th ST.,CHICAGO HEIGHTS. ILL. 
ALSO KNOWN AS LINCOLN CORNER OF HALSTED 
PHONE: 754-9580 
